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The Beatitudes 
Matthew 5:1-12 

May 17, 2020 
 

1) Introduction to the Sermon on the Mount (Matthew 5-7) 
 
a) Amos Wilder calls the Sermon on The Mount in Matthew 5-7 “the most 

searching and powerful utterance we possess on what concerns the moral 
life.” Leo Tolstoy in his work The Kingdom of God Is Within You questions 
whether modern ears can hear the truth of this sermon anymore, like 
drunkards unwilling to hear advice on getting sober. He argued that Christ’s 
teaching is useless to modern people because it demands that our lives be 
changed, and we refuse to recognize that need. 
 

b) Of the 107 verses in the Sermon on the Mount, 29 are found in Luke’s 
Sermon on the Plain (6:20-49) and 34 are scattered elsewhere in the Gospel 
of Luke. This may well have been based on a sermon given by Jesus, but it 
has been dramatically enlarged by Matthew.  

 
c) History of interpretation. 

 
i) In the middle ages there was a view of the Sermon on the Mount as a 

Christian code applicable only to monastic orders. 
ii) In the Reformation the double standard was abandoned, and the 

commands of the Sermon on the Mount were seen as uncompromising 
expressions of righteousness directed to everyone. 

iii) In the 19th century the intent of these words was often interpreted, not as 
laying down ethical rules for behavior, but prescribing personal attitudes 
and spiritual dispositions. That was certainly true in our Baptist tradition. 

iv) For Albert Schweitzer, these words were meant as requirements to be met 
in this world, but the radical nature of them was due to a belief in the 
eminence of the coming of the kingdom of God. 

v) Lately, with the influence of Tolstoy, Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Gandhi, and 
Martin Luther King, these words came to be understood as a call to a 
radical approach to life that breaks with human convention and accepts 
the high cost of discipleship. 
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2) Matthew 5:1-2 
 
a) 5:1 – “he went up to the mountains”. Matthew certainly has in mind here a 

parallel to Moses, not that Jesus is offering a new law code, but is describing 
a new way of life based on a relationship with God. – “when he sat down”. 
Rabbis would usually sit down to teach, even in a very formal situation. The 
point being made by Matthew is that the teaching is important and official. 
 

b) 5:2 – “he taught them saying”. The verb tense describes a repeated action 
which could be translated, “this he what is used to teach them.” 
 

3) Matthew 5:3-12 the Beatitudes, Stair Steps to Spirituality. 
 
a) There is both beauty and an economy of words found in these verses like the 

23rd Psalm or the Lord’s Prayer. Here we find the distilled message of the 
Christian faith. Not unlike how the Gettysburg Address and the Declaration 
of Independence are a distillation of the best of our nation. 
 

b) These words present a vast reversal of our present-day values; it is a shock 
for our modern ears to hear these words of “Blessed are the meek, blessed 
are those who are persecuted.” Foy Valentine suggested beatitudes for our 
modern society: “Blessed are the rich and powerful for the earth already 
belongs to them. Blessed are they who eat, drink, and are merry for they will 
never need to be comforted. Blessed are they who take what they want for 
themselves, for they will never need to depend on anyone. Blessed are the 
smooth for they will never be wrinkled.” 
 

c) I will follow here the interpretation of Clarence Jordan who insisted there is 
a clear method in the organization of Christ’s words. The process is very 
methodical. What we have here are stair steps to spirituality. 
 

d) Step 1 – Blessed Are the Poor in Spirit 
 

i) The emphasis in Luke’s version is simply the poor. We cannot dismiss 
God’s special care for the dispossessed of this world and Matthew did 
recognize that in his nativity story where the holy family is pictured as 
poor refugees on the run. 
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ii) The intent of Matthew’s presentation is to focus on recognizing our 
spiritual poverty. That is difficult for modern Americans to do, as 
difficult as a camel making it through the eye of a needle. In our self-
sufficient world we worship self-made, self-reliant, and independent 
people. These words are calling us to recognize that our sense of self-
sufficiency and independence is a prime barrier to our relationship with 
God. If there is an unforgivable sin it is the sin of thinking that we have 
no need of others and no need of God. Spiritual growth begins only when 
we are willing to say I cannot go it completely alone.  
 

e) Step 2 – Blessed Are They That Mourn 
 
i) This is not teaching us that we should constantly be weeping or always 

sad. Rather, we should be uncomfortable with our estrangement from 
others and from God and recognize that as a problem. We try to deny our 
need and cover it up. Usually we ignore our spiritual needs by staying so 
busy we don’t have time for reflection on our spiritual life. We stay so 
busy because we don’t want to have time to think of how hollow and 
shallow our life really is. Pascal once commented on the advantage of 
being rich – we can pay more to be distracted from the real issues of life. 
  

ii) Thomas Merton tells the parable of a man who was so disturbed by the 
sight of his own shadow and so scared of the sound of his own footsteps 
that he determined to get rid of both of them by running away from them. 
But every time he put his foot down the sound of his footstep was there 
and every time he moved forward his shadow kept up with him without 
the slightest difficulty. He thought his failure was the fact that he was not 
running fast enough, so he ran faster and faster until he finally drops 
dead. He failed to realize that if you merely stepped into the shade his 
shadow would disappear and if he just sat down and stayed still there 
would be no more footsteps. 
 

f) Step 3 – Blessed Are the Meek 
 
i) To be “meek” is not to be a doormat or a milquetoast individual who 

refuses to act. The term means disciplined. The same term is used to 
describe Moses in the Old Testament and used of Christ in the New 
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Testament. The scriptural meaning of the word is one who was controlled 
by God. That is why they inherit the earth, because they are not acting in 
their own power, but acting out of the reservoir of God’s strength. This is 
like Henri Nouwen who walks away from his prestigious teaching 
positions at Harvard and Yale saying, “I do not own myself, and 
therefore I have nothing to lose.” 
 

ii) Clarence Jordan’s summary of the first 3 Beatitudes: 
(1) education: admit ignorance, enroll in school, learn from a teacher 
(2) health: recognize you are sick, go to doctor, take the medicine 
(3) immigration: dissatisfied with old country, journey to a new country, 

give one’s loyalty to new nation. 
 

g) Step 4 – Blessed Are They Who Hunger and Thirst 
 
i) We think that the process is complete because we have recognized our 

need to seek help and we have given ourselves over to divine guidance. 
But now we are reminded the process is never complete. We are to 
continue hungering and thirsting for an even closer relationship with 
God. In our laziness we think that we took care of that a long time ago 
when we committed ourselves to the Christian faith and were baptized. 
Now we are told that the work of faith is never complete. 
 

ii) Now we learn that faith is an ongoing journey.  Our initial commitment 
of faith is the end alright, it’s the front end. That is true even of the great 
saints of the faith. A woman confronted a Benedictine monk and asked 
the holy father, “What do you great men of God do up there in your 
monastery on the mountain. You seem so close to heaven, what do you 
do with your hours and with your days?” The monk responded to her 
question by saying: “We fall down and we get up, we fall down and we 
get up, we fall down and we get up.” Faith for all of us is a constant 
process of a struggle to grow, an ongoing pilgrimage to deeper 
expressions of faith and ministry. 
 

h) Step 5 – Blessed Are the Merciful 
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i) Surely now the process of faith is complete, I’m in proper relationship 
with God and I’m growing in my life spiritually. No, Jesus says, you are 
only halfway there. The next step is to recognize that a spirit of piety is 
worthless without a life of mercy. 
 

ii) The term mercy could also be translated as alms giving. That is, living a 
life of compassion. There is a great secularity to the Christian gospel. 
Jesus does not offer us an escape to some super spiritual realm. Rather it 
is a call to minister in the hard situations of this world, caring for those 
who are hurting here and now. The letters of John put it as bluntly as 
possible: “Those who say they love God, yet have hate for their brothers 
and sisters, are liars.” 
 

iii) There are 2 stages in the Beatitudes. If life is to be fully human it must be 
lived in relationship with God. If life is to be lived in relationship to God, 
it must be lived out in caring ministry for a hurting world. Elie Wiesel 
tells the story of a young Jewish boy running for his life and trying to 
find safety on Kristallnacht as the Nazi storm troopers were rampaging 
through his city. Knocking on doors he tries to find somebody, anybody, 
who will let him in to safety. He knocks at the front door of a Protestant 
family and screams out for help, “I am the Christ you say you worship.” 
Finally, the door opens, a hand appears, and he is drawn into safety. 

 
i) Step 6 – Blessed Are the Pure in Heart 

 
i) “Pure” is a word used to describe a metal without alloy, without any 

mixture of base ingredients. We tend to split our lives into separable 
compartments: God’s time/my time; God’s money/my money; spiritual 
issues/my issues. This beatitude teaches us that all of life is to be lived 
consistently as a whole. 
 

ii) In our American society the architecture of our homes provides separate 
rooms for cooking, eating, sleeping, lounging, or working. In contrast, 
the typical home of the Shona people in Zimbabwe was a one room 
circular structure where everything happened within that one space. 
There is a lesson in the simplicity of a Shona home. We need to learn to 
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live as if nothing we do is walled off from God. As if everything we do 
occurs in the presence of God.  
 

j) Step 7 – Blessed Are the Peacemakers 
 
i) How does one live this pure life? How does this sense of God’s presence 

throughout our lives express itself? The life of faith expresses itself by 
waging peace. Notice the positive nature of the statement. The word is 
not a peacekeeper, but a peacemaker. We usually speak of a peacemaker 
as one who does not want to rock the boat, who wants to cause no waves, 
who wants to keep everything just as it is. That is not what Jesus said. He 
speaks of the tasks of peacemaking and like war, peace must be waged. 
That is what we are called to do, the constructive task of promoting peace 
that will make this a more just world. Too many people confuse peace 
with the maintenance of the status quo. Peacemaking can be the most 
revolutionary power in the world. Look at the examples of Dietrich 
Bonhoeffer, Gandhi and Martin Luther King. 
 

ii) Philip Gibbs argues that the world’s most acute problem is fences. As 
peacemakers we are called to welcome all persons into the Kingdom of 
God and to break down those fences that separate men from women, 
blacks from white, poor from rich, American from foreigner, Western 
world from Third World. Our task is to build bridges, not fences. 
 

k) Step 8 – Blessed Are You When You Are Persecuted 
 
i) There is no soft peddling the claims of Christ; instead, there is a 

recognition of the cost of discipleship. It cost Christ his very life and 
there is never a promise that you will escape from misery if you follow 
him, because we are often led to deeds of sacrifice. 
 

ii) Like Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Martin Niemoeller spoke out against the 
Nazis, was persecuted and imprisoned. You would know him from his 
statement, “At 1st they came for the communists, but I was not a 
communist, so I did not speak out…” His parents commented when he 
was imprisoned in a concentration camp, “Yes persecution is a terrible 
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thing, but far worse is an unfaithfulness that would not stand up for the 
Kingdom of God.” 

 
4) Questions for Reflection 

 
a) What is the purpose of the Beatitudes? Are they mainly directed toward our 

spiritual life or are they meant as ethical guidance for action in this world? 
 

b) Can you think of some applications of these verses to our current 
predicament? Is this a time when it is appropriate to speak of a time of 
mourning and of being poor in spirit? 
 

c) Are you like me when I want to see my faith as a past commitment instead 
of an ongoing journey? Isn’t it easier to see our faith as a destination where 
we have already arrived, instead of a pilgrimage that is still unfinished? 
 

d) In our current situation can you think of some ways to show mercy and to be 
a peacemaker? 


